Caesar’s Gallic Wars—in Pharr format!

**Caesar: Selections from his Commentarii De Bello Gallico**

Hans-Friedrich Mueller


Introduce your students to Caesar—the general, the propagandist, the author—with this new intermediate reader. Each page contains vocabulary and notes in the Pharr style complete with a pullout list of frequent vocabulary!

**Features**

- Introductory Essay that includes: Historical Context • Caesar as General • Caesar as Politician • Caesar as Writer
- Annotated English passages required for AP syllabus: Books 1, 6, 7
- Introductory notes for each section
- Latin text accompanied by notes (grammatical, syntactical, literary, historical, contextual)
- Annotated bibliography
- Maps and illustrations
- Figures of Speech appendix
- Latin-English glossary
- Pull-out General Word List